RICE
By DIANA and Mariano
Pictures about rice
The problem that we have is......

- High population
- Food shortage
- Climate Change
Why Is It Important?

It Is Important because..........

- Its predicted there will be 9 billion people in 2050 so we have to figure out how to grow more seeds on a plant to produce more food.
- So we can grow more food where it usually doesn't grow.
How computer scientist can help solve this problem......

- They can help by documenting plants from when their seeds to when their fully grown.
- They can also help by saving us time instead of us waiting 90 days (3 months) for a plant to grow.
Thank You!

- And a big thanks to Dr. Paul Sanchez for information on rice!!!
- Thank all of you that came to our presentations!!!! (MOM!!!!!!) (My Aunt!!!!)

THANK YOU!!!!!